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Climate Change is Threatening Agriculture 

Source: International Panel on Climate Change, Assessment Report 5 – Synthesis Report, 2014 
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Climate Change is Threatening Agriculture 

Source: IPCC, AR5 – Synthesis Report, 2014 

Summary of projected changes in crop yields 

due to climate change over the 21st century 
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Global Population is Expected to Increase 

Source: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division,    

              World Population Prospects – 2017 Revision, 2017 

Population of the world: estimates, 1950-2015, and medium-variant 

projection with 95 percent prediction intervals, 2015-2100 
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The World Has Taken Notice 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiH0qiAt5nbAhVl0oMKHaWVAcsQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objectif_d'Aichi&psig=AOvVaw2d25ZvJORHUteBXyJ_kDhY&ust=1527082260038239
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjEt7y-8pnbAhUFwYMKHXYfAN0QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.unccd.int/news-events/new-corporate-logo-launched&psig=AOvVaw1OVsybLI4wCHKTAIrVcg3E&ust=1527098244363038
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A New Approach is Required 
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• The challenge: How to provide a growing population with 
sufficient food, fiber and fuel (FFF) without using 
unsustainable agricultural practices? 
 

• How to significantly accelerate both the development and 
adoption of beneficial management practices (BMPs) ? 
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Agroecosystem Living Labs (ALL) 



• Place-based activities in a working landscape 

• Co-development with end users 

• Interdisciplinary, systems approach 

• Accelerated adoption 
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Desired Outcomes  

Core principles 

• Greater resilience in agricultural landscapes 

• Improved agri-environmental performance, and  

• Attainment of sustainable intensification 



• Various initiatives in G20 countries underway 
using core principles to a varying degree 
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ALL Concept and its Application is Growing 

Country Example 

Brazil Integrated crop-livestock-forest systems 

Canada Network of sites in various agroecosystems 
under development 

France Laboratoire d’innovation territorial Ouest Territoire 
d’Élevage 

United Kingdom North Wyke Farm Platform 

United States Long-Term Agroecosystem Research (LTAR) Network  
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Canada’s Approach 

• We are in the process of establishing a coordinated, long-term, nation-
wide network of sites where producers, companies, non-profit groups, 
research organizations and governmental institutions collaborate to 
develop, assess and implement innovative solutions that are rapidly 
adopted to address persistent agri-environmental issues.  

 

 

 

 

 



• Co-development approaches with end-users 

• Better integration of natural and social sciences 

• Recruitment and development of human 
resources with key skills 

• Data management and standardization 

• Evaluation of the benefits of ALL versus the 
potential costs of status quo 
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Key Areas of Focus in Moving Forward 



• Raise global awareness of need for ALL to 
accelerate progress in attaining sustainable 
intensification 

 

• Work together in areas of joint interest 
bilaterally, regionally, globally 

 

• Learn from each other by sharing experiences 
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The Opportunity for MACS 



• Discussion session at MACS 2018 

• Use MACS Communique to emphasize need for 
accelerating the adoption of BMPs via the core 
principles of ALL 

• Pursue further cooperation 

• In-depth discussion at MACS 2019 on country 
experiences 

• Workshops and side events to promote the approach 

Possible Next steps 
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Thank you! 

 Gracias! 
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